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College Days

 ACROSS
1 type of hours
7 viewer supported TV
     network
10 entrance exam in

midwest
13 Pride flag
15 Kanga's little one
16 17th letter of Greek

alphabet
17 cartoon Orphan Annie's

dog said
18 health supplement

chain
19 sound of delight
20 a gratuity
21 temporary sleeping

less hip than a futon 22 
an undergrad degree 23 
king of the marches 25 
shelter
26 amount to pay
31 top career for dble

major CS and business 
33 home of iniquity
35 seeking first degree

40 open square on
campus

41 __TV you may have
watched in college

42  ____ up!
43 Walkman successor 
45 day before a holiday 
46 style
48 some of us took this to

college
51 entrance exam on the

coasts
52 type of final
56 to take back
60 angry
65 compus pt.
66 seated in the tail of an

aircraft
68 slippery or a person

who is unpleasantly
smooth

69 ad follower
71 smallest state by area

73 prefix that means
before

74 Bureau of Labor salary
tracker

75 would be nice (text
slang)

76 what fans do at
basketball games

78 a way to increase web

traffic, abbr

79 UMKC's Casey
80 literature categorized by

DOWN 
1 seer
2 Denmark's _____

 islands
3 frosh weight gain
4 the __ crowd
5 NYC birthplace of punk
6 epoch/ages
7 stage accessories
8 raise or lift
9 London district or

 Manhattan area
10 goes with sciences
11 type of pet

12 spinning toy or type of
soil

14 Brit for bathroom
23 king of the marches
24 you and I
26 ___ in the machine
28 location of basket
     weaving course
31 top of a company
32 faster than a walk 
33 performance by two
34 lower border of a roof

that overhangs the wall 
of a house

35 univ in angelic city
36 type of street and
     direction
37 come to fruition
38 top or highest parts
39 entitled widow
41 rap ____ in the

'60s
44 what you might say if in

need of first aid, abbr

47  what @ means
55 suffix with odd
57 _____ lodge
58 term-long assignment
61 University in Houston

or something that goes
with beans

62 a type of mountain if
you're French

67 no cost

69 cable network
72 3-d chiller
75 football position, abbr
77 bookends to i j k l m  
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